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Last Wednesday afternoon, when the roads were basically cleared and before they had frozen hard again, I 
headed out to make a visit. As it turned out, the sun was just breaking through and suddenly I found myself in a 
wonderland. The trees were still completely covered in ice and the whole world was sparkling like crystal. It 
was so astoundingly beautiful that by the time I got down close to the river bridge on business 33 I was 
overcome. I couldn't take it any longer. I thought, “I have to take some pictures of this!” So, I turned around and 
went back home and got my camera and set out again, this time taking pictures all along the way to my visit. As 
I thought about that I was reminded of a poem by Rod Jellema called “Descending Mount Palomar in a 
Rainstorm, Two Travelers Rediscover Impressionist Painting”. 
 
It's a long title, but listen. 
 
 Coming down from where nothing was quite our own, 
 something fluttered through the sweep and sweep 
 smear on the windshield of our rented car, 
 and we almost heard the wipers say fear not 
 when the streak would vanish. I don't know if what we saw 
 was the face of his wife we had grieved, 
 or maybe of my dead son – of if we wer brushed  
 by a wing whose whiteness is never seen -- 
 
 but out the side windows, just now and then, 
 as we eased down the road, spatters of farms 
 and fields were beads of landscape, stipples 
 and slits of the spectral light that painters make 
 to bring out the hard-to-see and the always. 
 The squinted old world, streaming down, came apart 
 as the separate droplets that make it up, 
 and they leaped out as new as on Eden's first day ever. 
 
Sometimes life just opens up like that, doesn't it... just fills up with meaning, or enhances the meaning we hadn't 
experienced quite so fully, just fills up with the glory of God? And so, we do our best to try to capture it in some 
way, don't we, like me with my camera, or like Rod Jellema in a poem, or perhaps like the impressionist painters 
he refers to, in a painting that somehow through the use of light and color tries to capture what that was... “the 
hard-to-see and the always.” Maybe that's a way to understand this story of the Transfiguration of Jesus, that 
Luke tells. It was one of those moments when life opened up for Peter and James and John. It was one of those 
moments when life seemed to fill up with the glory of God! Jesus took them up on the mountain to pray. That's a 
good place to pray, isn't it, a good place to find your center in God and to listen? It's a good place for the glory 
of God to shine through. 
 
So, Jesus took them up the mountain to pray “and while he was praying, the appearance of his face changed, and 
his clothes became dazzling white.” The light changed and life opened up and somehow filled with the glory of 
God. And says Luke, “suddenly they saw two men, Moses and Elijah, talking to him. They appeared in glory 
and were speaking of his departure, (his death) which he was about to accomplish at Jerusalem.” And as the 
story goes, just as this vision was fading, as Moses and Elijah were leaving him, “Peter said to Jesus, 'Master, it 
is good for us to be here; let us make three dwellings, one for you, one for Moses, and one for Elijah...” As with 
a camera, or a poem, so with a “dwelling,” a tabernacle, he wanted to try to capture the experience in some way. 
 
But, of course, the thing about this story as Luke tells it is that it's God who interrupts Peter and his proposed 
project. While he was speaking, “a cloud came and overshadowed them... Then from the cloud came a voice that 



said, “This is my Son, my Chosen; listen to him!” Apparently, Peter's attempt to capture his experience of the 
glory of God was problematic to God. Well, that bears some examination, I think, because as I said, it's what we 
do! When we have those experiences of deep meaning, we try to capture it in a way that we can keep and hold 
onto forever. Like me out there with my camera. And we also know that our own lives and the lives of countless 
others have been enriched by those human efforts to try to capture “the hard-to-see” and the always,” the eternal, 
those moments and memories filled with God. I mean just think of what great photographs and paintings, poems 
and songs, great music and novels, and for that matter all the great religions...or the architecture of cathedrals 
and churches. Think of what all that has meant in the life of the world! And yet, apparently at some spiritual 
level it is problematic. 
 
So, as I thought about that, it seems to me that there can be very different presuppositions about life, and so very 
different intentions for these things that we do. I realized that for any real artist, whether a photographer, or 
painter, poet or composer, when they are creating their work, although it comes out of a particular experience of 
life, they recognize that for anyone else who experiences their work, that experience is going to be very different 
than the experience that gave rise to it. And in fact, they want that! They know that what that other person brings 
to their creation adds richness and depth to the whole experience. And so, it's like they send their song, or their 
poem, or their photograph out into the world with wings! It's no longer an attempt to try to hold onto to 
something and define it forever in the way they experienced it, but rather a desire that others might experience in 
their own way that same depth of life. 
 
And those two contrasts involve very different presuppositions about life don't they? The one presupposes that 
life's meaning is fleeting and always threatened. It thinks that such moments of deep meaning, such moments 
when life opens up are rare, and that their meaning is contained only in those particular circumstances, with 
those particular people and those particular surroundings, and so never to return. And so, they must be forever 
held onto and captured somehow. Because, what happens when we feel like we've lost what gave our life 
meaning? And the other presupposes just the opposite. It presupposes that life's meaning is never threatened and 
is always abundantly present. It thinks that such moments when life opens up and fills with meaning, with God's 
glory are continuously happening, if only we have eyes to see. And so, their meaning is not contained only in 
those particular circumstances, people or objects. And if you can somehow capture it, it's only for the purpose of 
release, of sending us and others back into life looking with new eyes for more! But, that's a crucial difference 
for us, isn't it? Over and over in church, in marriage, in family, in communities and nations, we think we have to 
hold on to what once had meaning in exactly the same way, as if its true meaning is contained someplace other 
than God. As if it’s true meaning is not something in which we live always and which lives in us. This “holding 
onto” is what we do, and it's problematic to a God who loves us. 
 
Well, listen because this story of the Transfiguration of Jesus provides the key for us as Christians. It's this: the 
subject of the conversation between Jesus, Moses and Elijah was Jesus' death. And Peter misses that completely. 
It's that that he needed to listen to! The point seems to be that you can't really understand God's glory, no matter 
how amazing and meaningful the experience feels, until you understand the God who allows himself to be our 
scapegoat, who is always found in our victims. See, this is really no different from the great early Christian 
hymn that Paul quotes in Philippians:  
 
 “Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who 
 though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be grasped (held 

onto), but emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in human likeness. 
 And being found in human form, he humbled himself  ..to the point of death --- even death on a cross” 
 
And God says to Peter, listen to this one. God is saying, wherever and in whatever you try to contain me, I will 
empty myself. I won't be there, so that you might have life and it abundantly, that is, so that you might know me 
where I am here, now... in all of life, in all relationships! Listen to Jesus! Follow the One who keeps emptying 
himself! Because, you see what happens is that whenever we try to hold onto and contain God, we create 
victims and scapegoats. Because, if we have God held here, in these traditions, in these things, in these people, 
then everyone who hasn't shared that experience is an outsider and an enemy. 



But, the Good News is, God won't be held! God won't be captured Peter! Instead, listen to the One empties 
himself. Listen to the One who knows that full life always and only comes in dying to self and all its grasping. 
Friends, life is not threatened. Life, filled with meaning, filled with God's glory doesn't just happen here and 
there. It isn't scarce. It doesn't end when your marriage dies. It doesn't end when your spouse dies. It doesn't end 
when you lose your job. It wouldn't end for this congregation, as we joyously affirmed a month or so ago at that 
congregational dinner, even if this building burned down tomorrow. The life of a people filled with Christ's 
vision would go on.  
 
So, I kind of wonder just what I'll do with those pictures I took Wednesday afternoon. Most of them will 
probably end up collecting dust in a drawer somewhere. But, you know, just like all the pictures I've ever taken 
of stunningly beautiful places in Ireland, or somewhere else, they can't capture the experience. Finally, the best 
of them only remind me of an experience of the One in whom I live, the One who lives in me. And my prayer is 
that I won't try to reduce that reality to that picture or to any other part of my experience. It's a great big world 
and a great big Love in which we live and move and have our being. We say it every communion liturgy: 
“Heaven and earth are full of your glory. Hosanna in the highest.” May we learn to listen to the One who shows 
us how to die to self, how to die to the ways we try to hold onto God as “ours” that we might  live fully in 
Christ. 
 
Amen. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


